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Serial Acquisition Options

Han T. J. Smit and Thras Moraitis

This article demonstrates the appropriateness of a real options mindset when valuing and
selecting from strategic merger and acquisition alternatives as part of a serial consolidation
strategy. Considering acquisitions as options can add significant insight to an adaptive and
‘opportunistic’ strategy, as the currently-envisioned acquisition trajectory is not regarded
as static, but allows for the dynamic revision of targets and periodic adjustments in the
number and pattern of investments, depending on market growth or unexpected adverse
external developments. The proposed approach highlights how platform acquisitions
effectively change the universe of future acquisition opportunities available to the firm and
also to its competitors. Most importantly, it provides a framework for directly integrating
finance and acquisition strategy in an uncertain environment.
� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Until 2001 Xstrata was a nondescript Swiss-listed ferrochrome and zinc business attached to the
metals trading house Glencore. The introduction of a new management team under Mick Davis
in late 2001 led to a listing on the London Stock Exchange and the subsequent completion of a series
of acquisitions, including Glencore’s coal assets (2002); the Australian coal, copper and zinc group
MIM (2003); and, in 2006, the Tintaya copper mine in Peru, a one-third share of the Cerrejón coal
mine in Colombia and the Falconbridge Group in Canada. In only five years, this ‘acquisition jour-
ney’ transformed Xstrata from a $500 m ‘minnow’ into the fifth largest mining group in the world,
worth $80bn at the peak of the cycle.

It’s a story that acquirers like to play out in consolidating industries such as telecom, banking and
airlines. The management team envisions a series of transactions based on ‘buy-and-build’ princi-
ples, in which they initially acquire a ‘platform’ in a sector and then leverage their newly acquired
core competencies and assets into follow-on acquisitions over a wider geographic, product or
customer base. However, executing a serial acquisition strategy is a difficult task in the real and
uncertain world, where forces such as competitor pre-emption or unpredictable macro economic
change may render intended targets unavailable or unattractive.

Indeed, any consolidator executing an acquisition strategy faces the same basic dilemma. On the
one hand, the management team envisions a well crafted, long-term consolidating strategy that
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involves selecting targets to secure its strategic position and to capitalise on - or even catalyse -
industry consolidation, but may have to revise its acquisition plans because of rival bids, or defer
acquiring intended targets to avoid tying up too much debt in risky acquisitions, especially during
times of market uncertainty. Successful CEOs and their executive teams resolve this conundrum by
simultaneously being ‘designers’ of corporate strategy e which they execute partly via their pre-
ferred acquisition paths e and ‘opportunists’, continuously seeking to position their organisations
to appropriate acquisition options as they become available.

The impact of uncertainty is not fully developed in traditional strategy approaches which, as
a result, are unable to fully conceptualise the situation. Traditional strategy approaches analyse
general industry conditions and attractiveness.1 The sources of competitive advantage and value
creation achieved through consolidation result from an improved, more concentrated industry
structure, the consolidator’s strategic positioning and its acquisition behaviour. Where anti-trust
barriers form no impediment, fully utilizing the cost advantages of consolidation - such as econo-
mies of scale, economies of scope and learning cost effects - may enhance a company’s power to
retaliate against potential entrants, or limit the potential threat of substitution, improving its
potential for making follow-on acquisitions.

The traditional logic of an acquisition is based on inter-assets synergies that are expected to arise
when the merged organisations can support activities more profitably in combination than they
could separately. The real options approach agrees with traditional views that value can be created
through consolidation, as scale and the accumulation of high quality assets and capabilities modify
the strategic position of the bidder and can even change the industry structure. However the real op-
tions approach deals with the uncertainties involved in a strategy better than traditional approaches.
Serial acquisition strategies typically have long term horizons, in which unforeseen economic events
or rival moves are likely to change envisioned plans. Real options theory encourages flexible pursuit
of a variety of possible transactions, where valuable new growth options can arise - or existing ones
become obsolete - as uncertainty resolves. Moreover, by analysing these potential acquisitions as op-
tions, the method can show how financial markets can inform the direction of an acquisition strategy.

In real option theory, the market value of companies is not just the net present value of its future
cash-flows e which is what an NPV analysis provides e but also incorporates the prospective value
of its growth options.2 Thus, to an extent, it encompasses the value of the potential options that
might come the company’s way in the future, as well as the evolving and future strategic position
of the company. In fact, the theory holds that the strategic value of these growth opportunities con-
stitutes a significant part of a company’s market value, and thus explains any differential against
competitors’ apparently comparable collections of assets and future cash flows. Thus:

Market Value (MV)¼ Assets in Place (PV) + Present Value of Growth Options (PVGO),

where Assets in Place (PV) represents the present value of earnings (as an annuity) generated by
assets in place, and Present Value of Growth Options (PVGO) represents the value of the growth
opportunities e a portfolio of organic and acquisition options.

The PVGO can be estimated either ‘bottom up’ (i.e., from the company’s assets) or ‘top-down’
(i.e., directly from the financial markets). The bottom-up approach requires an organisation to
identify the various types of options (e.g., platform investment, expansion or divestment options,
etc.) and to use option valuation methods to value the set of real options embedded in the

Successful CEOs and their teams are simultaneously ‘designers’ and

‘opportunists’, positioning their organisations to appropriate options as

they become available e the essence of ‘strategic opportunism’.
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organisation and its businesses as company assets. In contrast, the top-down (or ‘market’ method)
bypasses such modelling challenges by using the consensus market assessment of the firm’s set of
embedded real options as reflected in its current stock price.3

The academic literature on strategic management views real option theory as a formal framework
through which capital investments, technology investments, risk management, international oper-
ations and the ability of the firm to adapt to a changing competitive landscape can be considered
under conditions of uncertainty.4 The key contribution of this article to apply the top-down and
bottom-up duality of the real option framework to serial acquisitions. We develop the market-
based PVGO method into a framework that directly connects serial acquisition strategy to value
creation on financial markets, and thereby helps to explain the full market value of companies
in consolidating industries. In addition, in a bottom up approach we consider acquisitions as port-
folio interrelating acquisition options, each stage being an option on the next, dynamically and
opportunistically developing the firm’s asset base.

The article is organized as follows. The following section describes our frameworks that explain
how a ‘real options mindset’ should guide serial consolidation strategy, and thereafter a detailed
discussion of the Xstrata case is presented as an illustrative example. The next section presents a sys-
tematic discussion of the special circumstances of the Xstrata case and the general conclusions that
follow from this application. We conclude with a discussion of the implications our work has for
future strategic management research and practice.

Serial acquisition options positioned at the intersection of strategic
management and finance

Top down framework: finance can enlighten strategy
Financial markets drive acquisition and restructuring strategies. In the last up-cycle period, trends
towards globalisation and the burgeoning levels of capital available from private equity and hedge
funds, and from new economies such as China and the Middle East, catalysed and reinforced
acquisition waves. The pursuit of growth, scale and scope coupled with the superior performance
of industry leaders relative to smaller players in certain industries e due to diversification or size
premiums e created a momentum for consolidation towards a small number of ‘powerhouse’ com-
panies dominating their industries. Private equity supported - and in some instances led - strategic
players in exploiting consolidation trends, restructuring inefficient conglomerates and consolidat-
ing fragmented industries through roll-ups and buy-and-build strategies.

Financial markets may not only drive but also inform strategy. A study of the relative financial
market appreciation of companies in an industry can help financial analysts and management teams
identify markets that are ready for consolidation. The market value of companies - especially of
known consolidators and of their targets - incorporates the prospective value of their growth
options. As a starting point, the differential market value of leading industry players can be seen
as reflecting their superior set of options. As noted, the gap between a company’s market value
and the present value of the earnings capacity of its assets in place represents the value placed
on the firm’s strategy to appropriate profitable corporate growth opportunities. The present value
of its growth options (PVGO) can be estimated from the value of assets in place and the market
value of the firm.5 This method ‘backs out’ the value of the firm’s growth option set from its equity
value by deducting the static present value (PV) component associated with the firm’s continuing
current operations or assets in place (in a ‘no-growth’ scenario) from its market capitalisation. The
value of assets in place is estimated using standard NPV techniques, and the residual equity value is
then taken to reflect the firm’s set of growth options (PVGO). So:

The economic logic of consolidation and of an acquisition path is

reflected in market values.
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Implied PVGO¼Market Value (MV)� Assets in Place (PV)

where Market Value represents the value of the firm’s equity as traded in financial markets, and
Assets in Place (PV) is the present value of the earnings capacity generated by its current assets
(estimated as an annuity).

When financial markets work efficiently, the company’s full value, its growth opportunities, its
strategic position in its industry and the economic logic of its consolidation should all be reflected
in its stock price. As shareholder value is the key criterion in assessing an acquisition, the value
added by a firm’s consolidation strategy should ultimately equal the amount by which its future
value exceeds the sum of the costs of the individual acquisitions and of any organic growth the
firm pursues. Empirical studies show that the market-based PVGO is related to option character-
istics.6 For consolidation strategies, firm-specific sources of option value are considerably larger
than industry effects. The value of a serial acquisition strategy is likely to be both company and in-
dustry specific (depending on the presence of economies of scale and scope and a favourable ‘start-
ing position’ for a firm to become a consolidator following, perhaps, an industry shock of high
commodity prices due to demand from emerging economies).7

When fragmented markets are ripe for a consolidation strategy, the market appreciation of
companies in financial markets may exhibit the following characteristics:

� Relative appreciation of assets in place and implied growth option value for leading corporations. For
consolidation to make sense, an efficient financial market should assign a higher value to leading
companies’ growth opportunities and their assets in place than to those of smaller firms. The
lower cost of capital to larger firms results in an appreciation of their assets in place (PV). Their
superior growth prospects can also be reflected by these companies having higher PVGO-to-
Price (and EV/EBITDA) ratios relative to smaller industry players. The relative appreciation of
leading companies allows them to acquire more cheaply, taking advantage of their highly valued
equity to finance their transactions.

� Consolidation also has the potential to improve the overall economics of all firms in the relevant
sector. The most strategic consolidators see themselves as simultaneously pursuing the dual
objectives of improving overall industry returns, while also positioning themselves to enjoy a dis-
proportionate share of these returns. The expected profitability of all players may benefit from
rival mergers, where they lead to a more concentrated industry structure.8

Bottom-up framework: acquisitions strategy as an options portfolio
From an options perspective, each opportunity to acquire or invest is analogous to having a call
option, i.e., one that gives its holder the right, by paying a specified cost within a given period,
to exercise the option and acquire the underlying asset. Similarly, each opportunity to bid on a tar-
get can be viewed as a timing option on the company value, with the initial bid Pt as the exercise
price, and time to maturity being equal to how long the acquisition opportunity remains available.
A minority or blocking stake in a company, or a cash position that provides the firepower for large
scale acquisitions, can be considered a timing option. An acquisition opportunity - like an option -
is characterized by a truncated payoff, where currently unattractive opportunities can become valu-
able investments. For instance, in commodity industries, unexpectedly high demand from China
coupled with the industries’ inability to respond due to constrained supply have changed industry

firms adopting serial acquisition strategies seek to accumulate a set of

assets and create positions sufficiently superior to their competitors’ to

extract a disproportionate share of future industry growth
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economics, and high commodity prices have changed marginal ‘out-of-the-money’ opportunities
with little net value relative to their required investments into lucrative ‘in the money’ options.

An important consideration for timing is uncertainty in the economic cycle and other external
factors.9 In a sense, making the investment is as irreversible as exercising an option. Consider
for instance an acquisition of a mining company: if commodity prices fall and the acquisition turns
out to be a bad investment, it may not be possible to recover the premium by re-selling the com-
pany. In fact, uncertainty gives management an incentive to time investments in sympathy with
commodity prices. Good management requires capitalizing on opportunities as they emerge, while
limiting the damage if adversity hits. If, during a later stage of the acquisition path, commodity pri-
ces develop favourably relative to the price paid (Vt> Pt), the bidder could make further acquisi-
tions and realize their excess value or net present value, NPVt¼ Vt� Pt. If, however, the value of
the target turns out to be lower than originally expected (Vt< Pt), management may just decide not
to proceed with further acquisitions and thus limit further losses. When the price of the target is
uncertain, the target is like an exchange option on the buyer’s future value (with an exercise price
equal to the acquisition price).10

In developing its serial acquisition paths, a firm might acquire another company to increase its
PVGO, but it does not necessarily follow that the acquirer will be able to appropriate all (or even
any) of that value. In the context of classifying targets in terms of their option value, therefore, the
acquisition value is what the target is worth to each bidder, based on the impact acquiring it would
have on the acquirer’s future accumulation path. The price, on the other hand, is what the successful
bidder ultimately pays, and depends on the nature of the bidding environment. Table 1 provides an
overview of the typical options that are important in a serial acquisition strategy and also gives
examples from the Xstrata case, illustrated below.

Option value characteristics
First, consider the value characteristics of different types of potential acquisition targets. Acquisi-
tions that realise their benefits primarily through synergies or an expected stream of earnings (or
operating cash-flows) are classified here as asset acquisition options. Examples might include an
acquisition used to share assets to achieve more efficient use of production facilities - i.e., to exploit
economies of scale - or a late-stage acquisition to manage excess capacity in a mature industry that
generates incremental cash-flows but lacks potential for synergistic follow-on acquisitions. The fun-
damental rationale for acquiring them is to leverage their perceived complementarities with assets
that are already in place, or simply to deliver growth.

A platform acquisition option, however, involves higher growth option value than an asset acqui-
sition option, since they involve an option on options. A platform acquisition - be it to access an
emerging market, act as a beachhead into a new commodity, or a joint venture where firms com-
bine resources - can be a critical component in a serial acquisition strategy, as it derives a significant
part of its value by creating a new path of follow-on investment opportunities, thus altering the
strategic course and position of the enterprise. Although the nature of platform acquisitions will
depend on the business context, their defining characteristic is that they provide a powerful step
into a new environment and access to new future investment opportunities, perhaps involving
access to a new geography, market or sector, as well as strengthening core capabilities. In this sense,
a platform acquisition is best seen as the first stage in a sequence of interrelated investment oppor-
tunities. The acquirer initially undertakes one or more platform acquisitions in each related new
industry or geography, and then leverages its newly acquired core competencies or efficiencies
into follow-on acquisitions. Platform acquisitions provide an advantaged position for a company
to pre-emptively acquire follow-on investments, making it difficult for competitors to replicate
its intended accumulation strategy.

In summary, then, asset options are simple options, whereas platform options are compounded
options. And a strategy may include the timing options of asset and platform acquisitions, as well as
of those options that are embedded in the target - such as restructuring or organic expansion
opportunities. An investor wanting to implement a ‘related diversified consolidation’ strategy,
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Table 1. Common Corporate Real Options in Acquisitions

Category Description Option Definition Example

Option Value Characteristics

Timing of Asset

Acquisitions

(Simple Option to Defer)

Timing to acquire a target

if demand or (commod-

ity) prices rise and justify

making the investment. A

firm will continue to

consolidate as long as the

net synergies of the

acquisition at that time

are sufficiently valuable.

Lambrecht (2004) shows

that merger waves occur

pro-cyclically when they

are motivated by econo-

mies of scale.

Each opportunity to bid

for a target can be viewed

as a call option on the

company value for the

bidder (underlying asset),

with the initial bid as the

exercise price and time to

maturity being equal to

the horizon of the acqui-

sition opportunity. This is

similar to a call option on

the value of synergistic

benefits where the exercise

price is the cost of the

merger.

Examples include smaller

sized follow eon acquisi-

tions such as Las Bambas

in 2003 or Tintaya copper

mines in 2006.

Multiple or Parallel

Platform Options

(Series of Compound

Growth Option)

An early investment (e.g.,

new geography) is a pre-

requisite to or a link in

a chain of interrelated

acquisitions, opening up

future growth opportuni-

ties e either organically or

through acquisitions (e.g.,

access to a new market,

strengthening of core

capabilities, strategic

positioning investments).

The investor executes

a series of platform

acquisitions to ‘opportu-

nistically’ position itself

for multiple follow-on

acquisitions using the

buy-and-build principle.

The serial acquisitions

help firms learn new

knowledge or build new

competences and to

subsequently diversify

(economies of scope) in

each sector.

This is a compound

option - an option on

options. The platform can

be viewed as a call option

on follow-on investment

opportunities (underlying

call option), with the

exercise price of the fol-

low-on target and time to

maturity being equal to

the horizon. A valuation

of a series of parallel

compound options is

more complex in that it

may involve a collection

of interacting sequential

options. Additional oper-

ating value of this network

derives from the oppor-

tunity to benefit from

uncertainty through the

coordination of

subsidiaries that may be

geographically dispersed

(e.g., see Kogut and

Kulatilaka, 1994).

The acquisition of similar

sized rivals such as MIM

and Falconbridge quickly

increased Xstrata’s scale

and diversity. Acquiring

Falconbridge (and its

inbuilt assets) shaped

Xstrata’s future acquisi-

tion opportunities and

merger alternatives by

offering Xstrata access to

world-class resources,

further diversification

into nickel and North

America, an industry-

leading copper organic

growth portfolio, further

industry consolidation in

zinc and copper and

significant scale as the

world’s fifth-largest public

mining house.

Price Characteristics

Proprietary Acquisition

Options

Proprietary acquisitions

provide an exclusive op-

portunity for the bidder.

Since this option can be

shared with rival bidders,

Valuation according to

standard option theory.

MIM e the Australian

coal, copper and zinc

group e in 2003, can be

classified as proprietary

acquisition.
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will aim to execute multiple or parallel platform acquisitions, so as to position itself to be able to
make ‘opportunistic’ follow-on asset acquisitions options across multiple dimensions e for exam-
ple, into new commodities, products, markets or geographies e using the buy-and-build principle.
Parallel platform acquisitions are used in a related diversified strategy to help acquire follow on tar-
gets to learn new knowledge or build new competences in related sectors, and to diversify and gain
value from economies of scope. In each sector the firm subsequently becomes positioned as a con-
solidator, gaining option value from economies of scale. When the consolidation strategy matures,
an exit option, or a merger option with several potential strategic buyers could become feasible.

Price: timing is key in appropriation
In addition to its option value, Table 1 considers a potential targets price characteristics. The pri-
mary source of strategic uncertainty in a consolidation game revolves around the firm’s ability to
appropriate its desired opportunities, which, in turn, is influenced by the extent to which the option
is ‘shared’ with competitors. Naturally the value created through an acquisition is the excess value

Table 1. (continued)

Category Description Option Definition Example

a pre-investment in

a minority stake may in-

crease the bidder’s ability

to gain control.

Shared Acquisition

Options

Shared acquisition

opportunities are available

to more than one rival in

an industry. This situation

arises, for example, when

the target is offered at an

auction or when multiple

bidders make an offer for

a publicly traded firm.

The competitive aspect of

shared options makes it

difficult for strategic and

financial buyers to avoid

paying for at least part of

the synergistic value and

strategic optionality they

perceive.

Shared options are likely

to require a more

involved, game theory-

based analysis. If there are

opportunity costs to

waiting, such as the threat

of pre-emption, the

holder will seek to exercise

the option early.

The Falconbridge acquisi-

tion was a shared option

with rival bidders. It was

clear to Xstrata that

a number of potential

natural suitors existed for

Falconbridge: in particu-

lar, Inco had significant

potential synergies due to

its adjacent operations.

a related diversification acquisitions strategy focuses on synergies to

create value by establishing/augmenting core businesses . extracting

scope economies, leveraging capabilities, exploiting embedded options

and managing uncertainty across geographies, currencies and sectors.
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of the target to the successful acquirer over its acquisition price e i.e., the firm’s ability to extract
a synergistic value from the acquisition beyond what it pays for it. But this price depends on the
extent to which the option to bid on a target is shared with rival bidders.

Proprietary acquisitions provide an exclusive opportunity for the bidder, and all but guarantee
that the synergistic value will flow to the acquirer. Shared acquisition opportunities (those that
are available to more than one rival in an industry) are likely to require a more involved, game
theory-based analysis. This situation arises, for example, when the target is offered at an auction
or when multiple bidders make offers for a publicly traded firm. The competitive aspect of shared
options makes it difficult for strategic and financial buyers to avoid paying for at least part of the
synergistic value and strategic optionality they perceive.11 It is not always preferable to ‘keep one’s
options open’ when acquisition opportunities are shared. If there are opportunity costs to waiting -
such as early dividends or the opportunity to capitalise on a specific market dynamic - the holder
will seek to exercise the option early.

The issue in developing paths is to what extent the acquirer can develop a unique, advantaged
position to appropriate further growth options compared to other firms using similar buy-and-
build strategies. One source of such uniqueness results from a firm’s overall strategic position
and from the various ‘acquisition paths’ that facilitate follow-on acquisitions.12 Due to platform
path dependencies, the value of a specific follow-on target to one potential acquirer is unlikely
to equal its value to another, causing a variance between its inherent value and the ultimate price
different bidders are willing to pay. It is precisely in these circumstances that the consolidating
bidder’s ability to critically assess the strategic value of a target - within the context of its defined
serial acquisition strategy - becomes essential to ensuring that the company continues to deliver
sustained growth in shareholder value. Where this assessment is positive, acquiring a platform
company that really opens up new paths may involve paying a premium.

Firms’ ability to appropriate acquisition options is illustrated in the framework presented as
Figure 1, which shows how, when competitors’ relative market power and asset bases differ e either
globally or regionally e their ability to follow optimal investment timing strategies is also likely to
differ. The upper row depicts the case where a consolidated company has established a dominant
position in its industry or region. The company can safely preserve and nurture its growth options
in a down cycle (quadrant I). As there is little threat of successful pre-emption by smaller rival bid-
ders, targets become proprietary or semi-proprietary opportunities for such dominant companies.

Figure 1. Timing Strategies based on the Consolidator’s Market Position
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When the economy moves to an up-cycle (quadrant II) the natural growth path is mostly organic,
since the company already has a strong, mature platform position. Its high value my encourage it to
invest early, although there is still only a limited threat that its acquisition targets will be
pre-empted.

The lower row depicts the situation of a local company in a weaker position. During the low cy-
cle, the company must be mindful that a stronger competitor might come in and erode its option
value (quadrant III), and the potential competitive damage to its growth options that such a move
would represent may force it to take risks and invest relatively early in potential growth (e.g.,
through minority stakes in platform companies). In a high cycle period (quadrant IV) more am-
bitious medium sized companies will seek to develop a presence in multiple regions and multiple
resources and create a position for future organic growth by making early acquisitions to prevent
erosion of their value and counter the threat of pre-emptive competitor moves: less ambitious in-
dustry minors are likely to become targets.

Illustrative example: Xstrata’s journey
When Xstrata was launched in 2001, Mick Davis and his management team wanted to build a firm
that would deliver superior returns and, hence, interest investors. The proposition the team offered
Xstrata’s shareholders was to create a diversified mining group that had superior growth prospects
compared to its larger, more established peers. Although the conventional industry paradigm pre-
dicted that organic growth had the potential to deliver superior returns, Xstrata’s team understood
that strategic acquisitions were becoming increasingly important, since they could deliver synergies
through rapid increases in scope in new geographies, commodities or services, currencies or
customers, and quickly increase the organization’s embedded options.

Figure 2 shows (with the benefit of some hindsight) the evolution of Xstrata’s market value (right
axis) over the high-cycle period against the market value of the DS index of mining companies (left
axis) as its acquisition journey transformed it from a $500m minnow into the fifth-largest mining
group in the world by 2007. Although the figure illustrates the relative growth of the company in
market value (and not value creation) terms, it shows how Xstrata’s acquisition strategy enabled it to
out-perform the average industry trends in terms of growth in company value.

As noted above, timing investments is an important factor in a consolidation strategy, and Xstrata
started its journey process when the commodity cycle was in the doldrums. Its acquisition of Glen-
core’s coal assets gave it a platform of sufficient bulk to be listed on the LSE, which then provided
the cash flow to fund further growth e both organic and acquisitive. Shortly after its second major
acquisition e of the Australian group MIM e the cycle turned upward, so that Xstrata found itself
in a strong position to continue its growth trajectory. As a diversified company itself, MIM added cop-
per and coking coal to further increase the diversity of Xstrata’s portfolio. Having multiple platforms
on a broad base is especially valuable when major uncertainty - including the outlook for prices - sur-
rounds the consolidation strategy. Creating the potential for growth is a key step of an accumulation
strategy, and for responding to parallel actions by competitors. For instance, it was crucial that Xstrata
pre-empted its similar sized rivals by acquiring platform acquisitions from a shortlist of potential tar-
gets that could quickly give it increased scale and diversity.

The timing of Xstrata’s serial acquisition strategy was (then) unconventional. More traditional
mining industry wisdom dictated that acquisitions should be made at times of low expected com-
modity prices and organic growth prefered at times of high expected prices. As a late entrant into
the mining consolidation game, Xstrata could not afford to follow conventional wisdom, and was
forced to acquire to build scale and diversity when most observers considered prices to be at their
peak. Xstrata’s boldness was facilitated by its larger competitors playing by the ‘conventional indus-
try rules’ and abstaining from the acquisition fray. The strategy was partly founded on Xstrata man-
agement’s view in 2003 that this cycle would be longer than previous ones, which gave it the
courage to be more aggressive in pursuing leveraged acquisitions while its competitors awaited
the downturn to undertake their more traditional counter-cyclical investment strategies.
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Three years of cyclical highs have encouraged most mining companies to adopt the ‘New Para-
digm’ e the view that Asian demand growth has heralded a step-change in prices. In this model,
high expected commodity prices have transformed organic growth options into attractive invest-
ments with relatively high perceived NPVs and large opportunity cost of deferring cash-flows,
inducing firms to invest and consolidate to share the high infrastructure investments involved in
large scale mines. Increased demand e and the inability of the industry to increase supply due
to infrastructure bottlenecks e further drive consolidation, as larger entities can more easily carry
the enormous infrastructure investments required.

Top down industry analysis: appreciation of global diversifieds
The story of Xstrata’s acquisition activity in the mining industry can illustrate the use of a dual options
framework, looking first ‘top-down’ via an industry analysis. As a starting point, it is possible to ascribe
the differential market value of leading industry players to the superior set of options they possess. Of
course, not all mining stocks generate the same earnings stream or have the same growth potential: the
global diversified groups with high-quality resources and geographic spread are valued more highly
than single commodity companies, and typically yield high price-earnings and market-to-book ratios.

Table 2 lists mining’s leading players (as at mid 2006), ordered from the least to the most diver-
sified, and estimations of the value of their future growth options at that point. The market value of
equity (column 1) is the stock price times the number of shares. Continuing value estimations of
assets in place (column 2) are based on the current earnings and the average of 2006 and 2007

Coal Copper Nickel Zinc Failed bids 

Many acquisitions (e.g., MIM, Falconbridge) involve multiple commodities.  
Source: Datastream
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Figure 2. Xstrata’s Market Value as it Evolves to a Major Mining Company
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analyst’s earnings forecasts using the Institutional Brokers Estimate System (I/B/E/S), adjusted for
the phase of the economic cycle.13 The market’s assessment of growth options to equity (column 3)
equals the value of equity (column 1) minus the value of assets in place (column 2), which is then
expressed as a percentage of the equity value. An efficient market has a clear appreciation of a firm’s
set of corporate real options (PVGO), and financial markets implicitly assign a higher value to the
growth opportunities of global diversifieds (24%-41%) than to those of more focussed firms (1%-
36%). Xstrata is ‘middle-sized’ and the wider range of its PVGO estimates (24%-48%) reflects its
position as a dynamically developing player.

Consider, for example, the estimate of the proportion of Teck Cominco’s market value made up
of the present value of its future growth options (PVGO/P) as at 5-5-2006 (before the announce-
ment of its bid for Inco in the Falconbridge contest). The present value of assets in place can be
relatively easily estimated. However, the continuing value estimates of the net assets in place we ap-
plied are sensitive to the phase of the cycle. We used two scenarios where different analysts’ earnings
estimates are adjusted for the high current commodity prices and discounted at varying rates. Using
the perpetuity equation, these resulted in values of $9.3 and $13.4 billion for the capitalised value of
earnings from assets currently in place (under a no further growth policy). As Teck Cominco’s mar-
ket value of equity on 5-5-2006 was $14.4 billion, while the market’s assessment of the PVGO em-
bedded in this market value ranged between $1.0 and $5.1 billion, depending on the methodology
deployed, so its PVGO/P can be said to range between 7% and 36% of its market value.

We found that PVGO estimates for the firms changed over time, according to both their consol-
idation strategies and general industry conditions. We also noted that rising commodity prices
between 2002 and 2008 increased the value of mining companies’ current resources and expansion
options, raising the PVGO/P for all firms in the industry, and in particular the major miners, and
a relative appreciation of assets in place and implied growth option values for leading corporations
compared to those of smaller firms.

Leading diversified mining corporations have established a virtuous circle of value creation, and
are reaping related levels of support from investors. Successful competitors require increased capa-
bilities and scale if they are to take on the considerable additional risk associated with expanding
into new locations or sectors. At the same time, diversification across geographies is essential to
mitigate geopolitical, economic, currency and other localised risks. Diversifying across related sec-
tors which involve different economic cycles, price volatility and customer segment exposures can,
in fact, lead to an overall reduction in risk and thus produce steadier streams of revenues. Benefits
such as increased scale; the ability to manage risk across a diversified global portfolio; greater access
to essential capabilities; access to new opportunities; regulatory influence and a more consistent
stream of revenues all contribute to improved credit ratings and, subsequently, a lower weighted

Table 2. ‘Global Diversifieds’ have a Higher Proportion of Growth Option Value (PVGO) to Equity

Firm Price Assets in Place PVGO/P

1. Market Value of

Equity (Million US$)

2. Various Estimates of Assets in Place 3. Growth Options

to Equity

Current Earnings @ Ke I/B/E/S Earnings @ Ke

Inco 11,400 7,700 11,300 1e32%

Teck Cominco 14,400 9,300 13,400 7e36%

Xstrata 26,600 13,800 20,400 24e48%

Rio Tinto 92,600 52,600 66,800 28e43%

BHP Billiton 141,500 83,300 107,300 24e41%

Source: Thomson as at 5-5-2006 (before announcement of Teck on Inco).
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average cost of capital (WACC). Thus global diversifieds such as Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton have
a lower cost of capital and, as a result of their economies of scope over countries and resources,
financial markets implicitly assign a higher value to their growth opportunities than to those of
smaller firms such Inco and Teck Cominco. In turn, their lower WACC permits the larger firms
to generate higher returns on their existing investments, and compete more aggressively for the
most attractive assets, thus further growing their resource bases and continuing the virtuous circle.
The lower cost of capital both increases the probability that these global diversifieds will be success-
ful in bidding wars, and permits the firm to generate higher returns on its organic investments.
Furthermore, the investment community’s assessment that large diversified companies are more
likely than their smaller competitors to exercise specific options successfully serves to further
amplify the present value of their growth opportunities.

Consistent with the framework in Figure 1, the relative market power and asset bases of the
companies listed in Table 2 differ e either globally or regionally e which determines their ability
to appropriate targets. ‘Global diversifieds’ (e.g., Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton) have already acquired an
advantaged or dominant position, as reflected in their size and lower cost of capital. The natural
growth path of such leading players is organic in times of high expected commodity prices, since
they have mature positions in regions and commodities, and can safely time acquisitions and decide
to invest as the market continues to develop favourably. Dominant players may outbid a weaker
competitor who triggers a bidding-war (as shown when BHP Billiton, a late entrant, managed to
acquire WMC from Xstrata’s grasp at the eleventh hour). Medium-sized companies - like Xstrata
and Anglo American - have the most to gain from consolidation acquisitions or mergers that
increase scale and scope on the path to becoming a global diversified, while smaller ‘local heroes’,
such as Freeport, Lonmin and Impala, will seek to consolidate to become the new mid-caps, or face
being acquired or marginalized as niche players.

The mining and metals industry has witnessed a revival of ‘related diversification’ strategies, and
presents a number of successful examples of related diversified conglomerates, including BHP Bil-
liton, Rio Tinto, Anglo American and (more recently) Xstrata itself. Ambitious companies aim to
develop a simultaneous presence in multiple regions and across multiple resources to gain access to
new operations; to spread geographic risk and leverage capabilities over regions; and to build
a wider scope from which to optimise their growth options values. Being able to invest in capital
intensive growth options, having operational flexibility and the ability to switch options between
geographies and product/service groups, will change the risk-profile of the company. It is the ability
and scale to appropriate these embedded operational switching flexibilities, and new external
options, which differentiate the value of the portfolios of these related diversified conglomerates
from those of smaller firm.

Leading diversified miners’ virtuous circle of value creation, sector and

geography diversification; increased scale; greater access to essential

capabilities and new opportunities; regulatory influence and improved

revenue streams and credit ratings have lowered their costs of capital

Mapping multiple possible acquisitions paths for both the organisation

and its competitors can generate insights into their possible moves and

the relative value of targets to each competitor
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Bottom up framework: Xstrata’s serial acquisitions
The next step after the top down analysis in the dual options framework is to consider the matter
from the bottom-up perspective, which involves classifying targets and sequencing the target list in
a strategy path. One way to structure the list of target options into a diversified consolidation strat-
egy is to map alternative acquisition paths e that is, to create schematic illustrations of the contin-
gent long-term series of acquisitions and organic investments mapped against key uncertainties, so
that the available options change as the uncertainties become resolved. Sequencing the list of targets
in a series of acquisition options requires projecting the company forward by creating a number of
industry endgame scenarios so that, by then reasoning backwards from each scenario, each potential
juncture at which an acquisition can be made can be evaluated. Multiple platform acquisitions al-
low the development of multiple possible paths for the organization. These paths can also be con-
structed for major competitors and solved using game theoretic principles, generating insights into
their possible moves, the relative value of each target to each competitor and thus the likely out-
comes of any ‘bidding wars’.14

To give an example, Figure 3 maps Xstrata’s journey as a series of options, showing the complex-
ity of a serial acquisition strategy as a series of different types of interacting acquisition options: new
platform acquisition options, follow-on asset acquisition options and exit or merger options. By
expressing an acquisition path as a series of such options, with clear ‘go or no go’ intersections,
the methodology focuses attention on uncertainty in commodity prices, and provides a rational
way to chose whether to prosecute, alter or defer decisions, depending on the evolution of the ex-
ternal environment. Xstrata’s strategic position was partly determined by the commodity and geo-
graphic diversity of its asset base and of its embedded acquisition options, as well as the capabilities
that allowed it to respond rapidly to changing industry conditions. The platform acquisition of sim-
ilar sized rivals - such as MIM - quickly increased Xstrata’s scale and diversity, and gave it growth
options in various commodities such as coal copper and zinc. Once uncertainty about the success of
the first stage of the consolidation was resolved, management could either continue to expand
operations if demand remained strong in a commodity, or proceed with the next stage of the ac-
quisition strategy e in effect, select one of the newly created real options over another - as condi-
tions dictated. The early success of the MIM acquisition was followed by further smaller asset
acquisitions e including in copper mines such as Las Bambas (2003) or Tintaya (2006) and in
coal such as in Cerrejón (2006) - and the platform acquisition of Falconbridge in 2006. Subsequent

Figure 3. Xstrata’s Acquisition Paths as a Series of Options
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acquisitions of Jubilee Nickel in Western Australia, Eland Platinum, and a 25% participation in
Lonmin - providing an option to acquire a major platinum producer - created further diversity
in the platform portfolio. Each transaction in a different commodity on this path had its own dy-
namics, but each was designed to fill specific gaps in Xstrata’s strategy and to deliver, step by step,
a re-rating relative to its competitors that would help Xstrata towards its aim of becoming a global
diversified company. As Xstrata’s consolidation strategy matures to it becoming a medium sized
global diversified, a merger option could also become feasible.

Classifying an acquisition option
The trajectory of target options needs to be continuously developed and refined according to the
company’s current and future portfolio needs, as driven by the potential for increased shareholder
returns. A traditional classification for mining acquisitions would be based on size, geographic or
currency diversification, and access to new and/or attractive assets or commodities. An option-
based classification of targets, based on their growth option value and price nature, can help to ac-
count for the potential growth in the value of an acquisition as it alters a firm’s competitive posi-
tion, its likely future trajectory, and thus its value in financial markets.

Consider for example a classification in value and price terms of Xstrata’s 2006 acquisition of the
Canadian miner, Falconbridge. The investment was a platform acquisition insofar as it was viewed
by most bidders as a first step on a path towards future synergistic deals e so it was an option whose
value depended on uncertain market developments, consolidation strategies and synergistic opportu-
nities with other players. Acquiring Falconbridge and its inbuilt assets gave Xstrata access to world-
class resources; further diversification into nickel and North America; an industry-leading copper or-
ganic growth portfolio; further industry consolidation in zinc and copper, and significant scale as the
world’s fifth-largest public mining house. This newfound scale and positioning opened up new acqui-
sition and merger options that had previously been beyond its reach. The path chosen by Xstrata (in-
cluding the Falconbridge bid) not only determined the reputation and investment alternatives open to
the firm today, but also constrained its firm’s future choices (its corporate real options).

Acquisitions by aggressive companies such as Xstrata may trigger a series of mergers and acqui-
sitions, changing the probability of success at the time and in the future. Unlike the MIM acquisi-
tion (which was a proprietary acquisition, where Xstrata had no rivals for the target) the acquisition
of Falconbridge was a shared option with rival bidders. It was clear to Xstrata that a number of
potential natural suitors existed for Falconbridge - in particular, Inco had significant potential syn-
ergies in that it was an adjacent operation and Falconbridge would have provided it with diversi-
fication into copper. As a first step, Xstrata acquired 20% of Falconbridge from a single shareholder
in an attempt to simulate a proprietary option. As expected, Inco entered the bidding contest, but
when the price for Falconbridge reached a level that would have stretched its financial capacity, Inco
executives introduced a new player into the game e Phelps Dodge e a US copper producer seeking
to diversify its portfolio into nickel, which launched a bid for both Inco and Falconbridge. But while
Phelps Dodge’s bid was to be funded by its shares, Xstrata’s was in cash, and it ultimately won con-
trol of Falconbridge. The fact that its initial 20% stake (its real option) had been acquired at a sig-
nificantly lower price than the ultimate bids for the whole company proved decisive, as it made
Xstrata’s overall bid cheaper than those of other potential suitors. The Falconbridge transaction
can thus be classified as a shared platform acquisition for Xstrata (as it would have been for the los-
ing Inco/Phelps Dodge consortium). Such contests force bidders to take competitors into account,
and the winner inevitably pays a premium (i.e., the amount by which the eventual price paid ex-
ceeds the pre-launch market value) which invariably accounts for at least a portion of the potential
synergy profits and of the strategic value.

Acquisitions by aggressive companies may trigger further mergers and

acquisitions, changing success probabilities now and in the future.
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When companies face this type of strategic uncertainty, it is possible to estimate the value and
likelihood of different outcomes, including failure. If Phelps Dodge had succeeded in acquiring
Falconbridge, Xstrata would have been ‘left out in the cold’ in the overall industry consolidation,
and the (largely negative) effect of failure for Xstrata would have included a loss of reputation as an
industry consolidator and a reduction in the number of its future options as well as, potentially,
stalling consolidation strategy, all of which could have significantly affected its market value.

General implications and limitations

Opportunism in acquisitions strategy
In a buy-and-build strategy, the investor aims to consolidate several smaller companies into a more
efficient, larger-scale industry network. The most capable acquirers resolve the trade-off between
the need for a clear intended strategy and the instinct to be opportunistic by continuously seeking
to reposition their firms in order to be able to appropriate new options as they arise within their
chosen competitive space. The discipline of identifying and, where possible, analysing the value of
new-created options is an integral component of the strategic assessment of a potential acquisition.
When an acquisition creates a new path, the consolidator must maximise its ability to take advan-
tage of favourable future investment opportunities quickly, to respond appropriately to threatening
competitive moves and to limit losses from adverse market developments. In an uncertain compet-
itive landscape, exercising such ‘strategic opportunism’ within an organisation’s consolidation
strategy is essential for success.

Application of the framework beyond mining
The important contribution of the implied PVGO framework is that opportunities along the acqui-
sition path can e in principle e be quantified and related directly to the value they create for the
firm in the financial markets. The approach is simple, and more generally applicable than complex
option valuation models. Most real option bottom up analyses have focused on the mining indus-
try, where the concept of replicating future cash flows can be utilised.15 In contrast to the evaluation
of organic investment projects, the advantage gained in applying the option approach to acquisi-
tions is that market methodologies can generally be applied, since there are corresponding company
values in financial markets. The growth option value can be directly ‘backed out’ from stock prices
and adjustments made for intertemporal synergies in an accumulation strategy. Targets are appre-
ciated not only for their inherent value e that is, the present value of their potential future cash
flows e but also for their ability to increase the acquirer’s growth options value.

Can one trust prices in financial markets?
Nonetheless, any quantitative valuation involving market values should be considered with caution,
as it is typically based on assumptions about rationality and efficiency of financial markets. At
times, prices may deviate from fundamental value (as happened in the IT-bubble that prevailed
in the financial markets during the early 2000s) so, unless a particular target has unique strategic
value e for example, as part of a premeditated serial acquisition strategy e or offers significant syn-
ergies, buyers would be well warned to assess the validity of comparable valuations critically. The
value imputed from growth option analysis is most helpful when considered in relative terms e that
is, when comparing potential targets against one other, or considering the value of a specific target
to different potential bidders.

As a consequence, serial acquirers sometimes choose to finance their acquisitions with shares, to
take advantage of relative appreciation within the sector and at the same time hedge against whole-
sector mispricing in financial markets. For instance, in its serial acquisition strategy in the early
2000s, Vodafone was accused of paying too high a price for some of its acquisitions at a time
when the entire industry appeared to be over-valued. But as Vodafone’s own shares also benefited
from the general re-rating of the telecoms industry at the time, they served as a useful currency to
mitigate the potential for overpayment for fully priced targets.
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Comprehensive but not overly simplified analysis
Even in mining, overcomplicating the real option analysis puts at risk the very strategic perspective
being pursued. Much of the desired value can be gleaned from a judiciously simplified application
of the implied real option techniques. The bottom up application shows that an acquisition strategy
is not directly analogous to a standard call option, but rather to a series of such options, and there-
fore requires a more complex analysis of the option portfolio. Considering the variety of acquisition
options for a company and its competitors resembles a corporate war-gaming exercise, and can
serve as a good tool for generating and testing strategic ideas. The true value of an investment
may be a combination of the specific asset acquired and the value of other new embedded corporate
real options that accrue to the acquirer. Such embedded optionality may include the options to
divest a division or abandon an investment altogether, to reduce production in one region while
increasing in another, to favour one product group over another, and so on. But more important
than new operational flexibility are the options to undertake further new acquisitions, which are
seen as growth options when the bidder operates in consolidating markets.

Concluding remarks
This article argues that strategic approaches to sequencing acquisitions, setting bidding prices and
defining industry strategy should be guided by finance. Our framework for serial acquisitions offers
a dynamic view that augments descriptive theory about serial buy-and-build principles in strategic
management and advocates the option based design and quantification of acquisition strategies.

We offer a dual framework for evaluating serial acquisition strategies for executives managing
acquisitive companies or their targets, partners of private equity and hedge funds and financial mar-
ket analysts. Combining market based with traditional bottom up valuation techniques serve as
a useful reality checks, and can encourage opportunism in an acquisition strategy. When
executing transactions, sophisticated investors may recognise that pricing the first of an expected
series of acquisitions requires a ‘dynamic’ analysis of the sector consolidation game. When evalu-
ating an acquisition (or any other investment) that is part of an organisation’s development path,
its standalone value needs to be augmented with an assessment of the value of the new options the
investment brings to the portfolio. Furthermore, real option analysis can promote a better under-
standing of the acquisition premium that may have to be paid, especially in an environment with
multiple bidders.

The application of new academic ideas to acquisition strategy has become an increasingly impor-
tant topic to consolidation strategy practitioners. Besides providing strategic management and fi-
nance practitioners with a greater understanding of consolidation strategies and the acquisition
premiums that are paid for certain takeover targets, this real options framework for serial acquisi-
tions may also suggest new areas for further theoretical and empirical research. The strength of the
top-down PVGO methodology is that, financial markets rather than complex real option models
determine growth options values, avoiding the need for specific company information and making
it possible to handle large datasets. The approach may benefit from further development of a more
sophisticated estimation of the PVGO measure, when investor overreaction may at times result in
over- or underpricing of stocks. Bottom-up option valuation theory may point to a promising av-
enue in the development of rigorous models of competitive bidding behaviour. Further study of
game theory in the context of a real option valuation approach to acquisitions would be a very
interesting and logical extension of research in this area.

The needs for efficiency or diversification, or the chance to take advantage of global investment
opportunities, have driven many industries - such as banking, airlines, telecom and mining e to

Targets are appreciated not only for their inherent value but also for

their ability to increase the acquirer’s internal and external options.
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becoming increasingly consolidated. When properly applied, we believe that the strategic option
perspective considered here can help clarify the relationship between the restructuring of frag-
mented markets and specific companies’ strategies and their market values. In the current climate
of economic retrenchment, it is especially relevant for a company to be able understand the value of
true long-term growth, its optimal balance between organic growth and acquisitions and its link
with market values. As a short-term focus is under attack from all sides, this method may help
both managers and financial analysts understand better the importance of a company’s potential
for long-term growth e rather than just for current profits - and the link such potential has
with the long-term well-being and shareholder value of companies.
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(including reinvested dividends) of the company’s stock returns vs. returns on the S&P 500 index over
a period of three years (36 months). The estimated beta is adjusted for the recent excess volatility of metals
and mining relative to the rest of the economy.

14. The reasoning is equivalent to the backward induction principle of formal option valuation and finding
equilibriums in dynamic games. For more detailed treatment of the topic of using game theory in real
options analysis see H. T. J. Smit and L. Trigeorgis (2004), op. cit. at Ref 11.
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15. The estimated value of a producing mine can be directly based on its relationship with commodity prices.
However, in other industries an insufficient number of observable quotes of related financial instrument is
a general implementation problem of the replication argument of real options (e.g., in the valuation of
R&D programs) and requires a valuation of the underlying value and an assumption of completeness.
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